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Abstract

A Finsler connection on a differentiable manifold 〟 is regarded as a linear connection

in the tangent bundle T(〟) satisfying some conditions. In the present paper we consider the

case that two given Finsler connections FF, FF induce a common linear connection in

r(〟).

I ntroduction

The concept of Finsler connection on an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M

has been defined from various standpoints. Matsumoto 【4】 defined a Finsler connection

by using the Finsler bundle F¥M), and showed that it induces a linear connection of Fins-

ler type in T{〟). From the standpoint of the geometry of the tangent bundle T(〟),

Miron 【51 gave a definition of a Finsler connection based on a linear connection in T(〟).

On the other hand, Ichijyo [31 defined a Finsler connection from the standpoint of G-

structures, as a G-connection relative to a JD(GL(n,i?))-structure in T¥M). In each stand-

point a Finsler connection FT on M is regarded as a linear connection V in T¥M)

satisfying some conditions. So it seems interesting to consider the case that two Finsler

connections FF, FF induce a common linear connection ∇(-V) in T(M). In this case

we shall call the change FF-+Fr collinear.

In the first section, we shall introduce the notion of collinear change of Finsler con-

nections, and express the change in terms of the connection coefficients (Theorem 1.1).

In the second section, from the standpoint of G-structures in T¥M) we shall consider a

collinear change (Theorem　2.1), and a change satisfying some weaker conditions

(Theorem 2.2). In the last section, we shall treat various transformation formulas by a

collinear change (Theorem 3.1), and consider the case that a Finsler metric is given

(Theorem 3.2).

Throughout the present paper the terminology and notations are referred to Matsu-

moto [4] and Ichijyo 【31.
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1. On collinear and weakly collinear changes

of Finsler connections

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold and T¥M) the tangent bundle. A

coordinate system x-{xl) in M induces a canonical coordinate system {x,y)-(x¥ yl) in

T{M). We put ∂c-dl∂xl, ∂i-dldyi. If a non-linear connection JV㌔ is given in T{M¥

we have the 2n-frame ¥Xa¥-¥Xu X(ii where

(1.1)　　　　　　　　　　　xt-∂t-N'診　　xtr)- ∂i.

This frame ¥XA¥ is called the N-frame with respect to Nlj.

Given a Finsler connection Fr-{NIJi F/ky C/た) on M in the sense of Matsumoto

【4】 we have a linear connection ∇ in n〟) as follows:

1.2
∇xkXj-f;たXi,　∇xkXu)-F/kX<i),

∇軸Xj-CjfcXs,∇軸Xij)-C/kXi
it)-

ThisFiscalledthelinearconnectioninducedfromFi.

Converselygivenanon-linearconnectionandalinearconnectionsatisfying(1.2),

wehaveaFinslerconnectionFr-{NljyF/k,C/k).SoweshalldenoteaFinslerconnec-

tionbyFr-(N,∇),too.

LetFr-(N,∇),F戸-Uv.テbeFinslerconnectionsonM.Weshallconsiderthe

caseof∇-∇.

Definition1.1.LetFF.FFbeFinslerconnectionsonM.IfFF,FFinduceacom-

monlinearconnection∇inT(M),thenFF,F戸aresaidtobecollinearlyrelated,and

thechangeFi-^FFiscalledcollinear.

Thenwehave

Theorem1.1.LetFF-iN'j,F/k,C/k),F戸-{Nlj,Fj¥,C/k)beFinslerconnections

㈹M.ThenFr,F戸a柁collinearlyrelated,ifandonlyiftheconnectioncoefficientsofFT,

FFarerelatedinthefollowingform:

1.3)N'j-N'j-B1,,

1.4)Fj¥-F/k+C/rBrk,

1.5)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　C/た- C,㌔,

whe柁Blj is a Finsler tensorfield satisfying the conditions

(1.6/0 BIJlk-0,　　　　(l.&v) B', L-O,

withrespecttoFT(orequivalentlywithrespecttoFT).

Proof.SupposethatFF,F戸arecollinearlyrelated.IfwedefineBljby(1.3),then

therespectiveN-frames¥XA¥,ぽwithrespecttoNIJfN*jsatisfytherelations

(1.7)xt-Xi-¥-BiXw,X(t)-X(
蝣(ォ�"
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Since FF, FF induce a common linear connection ∇, we have

1.8　　　　　　　　　　　∇xkXj-FjlたXi, ∇瓦Xw-F/kXa),

1.9　　　　　　　　　∇面相Xj-c;たXi, ∇ %K>X(j)-C/たX(ォ�"

From (1.9) we have (1.5), (1.6t/). From (1.8) we have (1.4) and Bij]k+BiJ¥rBrk-0,

which is reduced to (1.6h) owing to (l.bt;).

The converse is also true. Q. E. D.

Suggested by Theorem 1.1, we shall extend the notion of collinear change as foト

lows.

Definition 1.2. The change of Finsler connections Fr-(NiJ, F/k, C/*)-F戸-(N'j,

F/k, C/fc) is called weakly collinear if the difference tensor field Bij-Nij-Nij satisfies

(1.6ft), (1.6v) with respect to FL.

The geometrical meaning of weakly collinear changes will be made clear in the next
●

section from the standpoint of G-structures.

2. Considerations from the standpoint of G･structures

We shall consider collinear changes of Finsler connections from the standpoint of

G-structures. According to Ichijyo [31, if a non-linear connection Nlj is given in T{M),

the tangent bundle T¥M) admits a D(GL(n,i?))-structure P as a reduction of the stan-

dard integrable almost tangent structure, and the converse is also true. Then the N-

frame ¥XA¥ is an adapted frame of P, and a linear connection　∇ in T(M) is a G-

connection relative to P if and only if

(2.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　FQ-0, ∇P-0,

where Q-
(

0　0

E 0
p-

E　　0

0　-E j with respect to the JV-frame ¥XA¥. From (2.1), it is

shown that the linear connection ∇ is expressed in the form (1.2). Thus a G-connection

∇　relative to P is a linear connection induced from a Finsler connection FF in the

sense of Matsumoto 【4】.

Conversely, if a Finsler connection FF-(N,∇) on 〟 is given, the linear connec-

tion ∇ satisfies (2.1). So ∇ is a G-connection relative to P determined by the given N.

Thus we have

Theorem 2.1. // Finsler connections FF-{N,∇ ), F戸-(N,∇ ) are collinearly related,

then the linear connection F is a common G-connection relative to P, P determined by N, N.

Conversely let N, N be non-linear connections. If a linear connection F is a c抑m㈹ G-

connection relative to P, P, then the Finsler connections FF-{N,∇ ), F戸-(N,∇ ) are col-

linearly related.

Now, given non-linear connections N,凧owing to (1.7) the corresponding Q, P and
Q p are related in the form:
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(2.2)
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6-Q,P-P+[00

2B0

where ｣¥-JV¥-iV¥-,

We shall consider a weakly collinear change FF-{Ni∇)-F戸-(凡テ). Since ∇

satisfies (2.1), we have ∇Q-0, ∇P-0 from (2.2) and (1.6fc), (1.6v). Therefore ∇ is
also a G-conncetion relative to P.

The converse is also true and we have

Theorem 2.2. The change of Finsler connections Fr-{N,∇ )-F戸-Ov,ラ) is weakly

collinear if and only if the linear connection ∇ is a common G-connection relative to P, P de-

tem托ined by N, N.

3.Transformationformulasbyacollinearchange

Weshallgivethetransformationformulasofvariousgeometricalobjectsbyacol-●

linearchangeFr-*Fr(cf.[2]).

Thetorsiontensorfieldsaretransformedasfollows:

(3.1)Rljk-Rljk+SrlsBrjBsjtT/kB't+AjたIPふ

3.2P'jた-PljkJtSrlkBrj-C/fzBlr,

(3.3)テirpi
jk-ijた+A,た¥Cj¥B¥¥,

3.4S/た-Q*

(3.5)ni-ni
wk-^jk,

whereAjk¥--¥denotesthealternatesummation.

Thecurvaturetensorfieldsaretransformedasfollows:

(3.6)R/kl-R/kl-¥-S/rsBkBj+AizllP/krBi¥,

(3.7)PSたI-iTjhl-TOjrl-Dfe,

3.8Ci-ci&jKl-&jkh

Thedeflectiontensorfieldistransformedasfollows:

(3.9).Dij-Dij+yi¥rBI

Ifdet(ォ'L)キ0,thenDij-Dijisequivalentto5^-0.Thuswehave

Theorem3.1.LetFTbeaFinslerconnectionsatisfyingdet{yl¥j)キ0.Ifacollinear

changeFl-FlofFinslerconnectionspreservesthedeflectiontensorfield,thenthechange

istheidentity.

Sinceyt¥j-^j+yrCriJ,theso-calledCi-conditionyrCrlj-0yieldsdet(jn,)キ0.

Thuswehave
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Corollary. In a collinear change FT-F戸if FT satisfies the Ci-condition and the

deflection tensorfields of FF9 F戸vanish, then the change is the identity.

Further it is noted that the following quantities appearing in Matsumoto 【4】 are in-

variant by a collinear change.

身

r/k- F/た+ CjlrN'k,

N/k- ∂xNij+Nrjrr¥-Nirr/K,

Nj'w- ∂たN'j+N'jCr'*-N'rC/

Finally, we consider the case of a Finsler space. In a collinear change Fr-+Fi y if

we take the Berwald connection as FF, the change preserves all the torsion tensor

fields and the curvature tensor fields P/m, Sjihi-

By Miron-Hashiguchi [61 in a change FT-F戸of Finsler connections given by

(1.3), (1.4), (1.5), if FF is metrical, then FF is also metrical. Thus we have

Theorem 3.2. By a collinear change of Finsler connections the metrical property is pre-

served.
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